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The National Mah Jongg League publishes their annual card of valid hands for American mah jongg players in April. The 

rules of the game rarely change. The methods used to describe the hands (i.e. , colors, letters, numbers, format) stay the 

same. The categories of hands have been the same for many years. The changes are in the shapes and patterns of the 

hands. Here are statistics and findings that may give you an insight into the nuances of this year’s card. I will also share 

some tips for a smooth transition.  

Statistics and Findings 
Difficulty 

 

Hand count includes line-level variations (i.e., Evens #3 is counted as two hands). This Year Last Year 

Difficulty   Delta Count Card % Count Card % 

25 Easiest -1 43 65% 44 66% 

30 Open 2 6 9% 4 6% 

30 Concealed -1 6 9% 7 10% 

50 Singles & Pairs 0 6 9% 6 9% 

40 Quints 1 2 3% 1 1% 

45 Quints -2 2 3% 4 6% 

85 Year 1 1 2% 0 0% 

 

This appears to be a balanced card. For beginners, there is a plethora of hands to choose from because 65% of the hands are 

relatively easy (25 points). For intermediate and advanced players, there are a lot of challenging hands that we’ll talk about in a few 

minutes.  
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Categories 

 
Hand count includes line-level variations (i.e., Evens #3 is counted as two hands). This Year Last Year 

Category   Delta Count Card % Count Card % 

Odds    -1 12 18% 13 19% 

Consecutive Run 1 11 17% 10 15% 

Evens   2 10 15% 8 12% 

369   0 8 12% 8 12% 

Winds & Dragons -2 7 11% 9 13% 

Year   1 5 8% 4 6% 

Quints   -1 4 6% 5 7% 

Like Numbers 0 3 5% 3 4% 

Singles & Pairs -1 6 9% 7 10% 
 

Odds has had the highest hand count, so it has the most choices. there is one more hand in Odds than in Consecutive Run, but 

Consecutive Run has far greater flexibility so if you are in between hands or categories with equitable potential, choose Consecutive 

Run. Two hands – the first with two options - span all five numbers in this category. The other hands are either Little Odds (135) or 

Big Odds (579).  

Consecutive Run is the most flexible category on the card, and this will never change. The reason for this is that there are three suits 

numbered 1-9 with patterns that span up to five numbers. The first hand has two options with five numbers and all the other hands 

span from 2-4 numbers. If you chose to play a hand in this category, and you have mixed suits, keep tiles in a four number range 

around your multiples or predominant pattern for the greatest flexibility. 
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Evens will be affected by Year tiles - this applies through this decade. Also, if you are playing a consecutive run hand, consider 

starting the series at 3 unless you already have the 2's in your hand.  

Although the 369 category has a fair number of hands, it is not very flexible because there are only three number tiles to work with 

and there is a two-number spread between each. Make sure you have a good representation of these tiles if you play this category. 

The Winds-Dragons category has only one North/South and one East/West option this year. If you decide to play this category, be 

mindful of the tiles being discarded or held in the early game so you can switch to something else if you need to.  

Year tiles are always risky to pass - this applies through this decade. Evens are going to be affected and there two more hands this 

year. That may seem like a nominal change but anyone playing in the Year category will be competing for 2’s. For the same reason, if 

you are playing a consecutive run hand, consider starting the series at 3 unless you already have the 2's in your hand.  

The “Any Quint” is back. You can use any Wind with any Dragon and any number tile regardless of suit. 

In the Like Number category, there are three hands to choose from but don’t be deceived – there are like number hands all over the 

card and we’ll look at that in a few minutes.  

There are seven Singles-Pair hands this year, but the Big Year hand in the Year category! This one will be tough so if you dot your 

winning hands, try to win this one early because everyone will be adjusting to this year’s hands and strategies! 

Predominant Attributes 
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Hand count includes variations [i.e., Evens #3 is counted as two hands]). This Year Last Year 

Predominant Attribute Delta Count Card % Count Card % 

Big Multiples (i.e., pung, kong, quint)  -1 57 86% 58 87% 

Mixed Suits (including Dragons) 5 45 68% 40 60% 

Pairs   -7 41 62% 48 72% 

Like Numbers 5 31 47% 26 39% 

Pairs of Flowers  6 26 39% 20 30% 

Flowers   -2 25 38% 27 40% 

Unique Shape 8 23 35% 15 26% 

One Suit (including Dragons) 1 19 29% 18 27% 

Dragons   1 19 29% 18 27% 

Winds   -4 9 14% 13 19% 
 

There are many attributes that impact decision making. The list is lengthy, and the attributes vary widely. These are the attributes 

that are predominate this year. 

American mah jongg is a game of multiples (i.e., pair, pung, kong, quint). Since 85% of the hands have big multiples (i.e., pungs, 

kongs), gather supporting tiles for the greatest flexibility and to optimize your potential to win.  

There is a significant increase in the number of hands in mixed suits with or without Dragons (68%), up by five. Don't be distracted 

by one suit.  

There is a significant decrease in the number of hands with pairs, down by seven. When playing an exposable hand with pairs, secure 

one before committing that hand with an exposure.  

There is a significant increase in the number of hands with Like Numbers (47%), up by five. Passing like numbers is almost as risky as 

passing a pair. Consider passing like numbers if I you know what hand you are playing and there are no gaps.  

There is a significant increase in the number of hands with pairs of Flowers, up by six. There are Flowers in every category on the 

card – the Year, Evens, Consecutive Run, Odds, and 369 have three hands with Flowers and the others have one or two. Instead of 

quints of Flowers, there are double-pungs of Flowers. These tiles will always be a hot commodity regardless of the year and passing 

them should be a rarity. Also, survey exposures and discards to count the cost of discarding them in the end-game.  

There are four recurring and prevalent shapes that are familiar (images below). 35% of the hands have a unique shape so always 

check the card before claiming your first discard and before declaring mah jongg.  

There is one additional hand for one suit options, with or without Dragons, but they make up only 29% of the hands compared to 

mixed suits, with or without Dragons, making up 68% of the hands. For that reason, consider gathering all the tiles for a given 

category regardless of suit.  

Winds and Dragons will be challenging this year. There are Dragons in 29% of the hands - 10 more hands than Winds. Pass Winds 

before passing Dragons. Also noteworthy is that there are Dragons in every category on the card this year. Quints and Singles-Pairs 

have one Dragon hand. Other than the year category, all the other categories have two Dragon hands, so they have increased use.  

There are fewer hands with Winds. However, seven include big multiples (i.e., pung, kong), four include pairs, and three include 

singles. If you pass Winds, pass one at a time and try not to pass East and West together.  
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Shapes (excluding Singles-Pairs) 

 

The shapes of the hands on the card change from year to year so it’s important to study these shapes so you minimize invalid 

exposures. Again, the list is lengthy, and the shapes vary widely. These are the shapes that are predominate this year. 

Working with a wide variety of shapes will be a challenge for everyone. Verify your own hand before your first exposure or before 

you declare mah jongg especially because 35% hands have unique shapes. 

Other Findings 

Notes 

There are no changes to the back of the card. The left panel on the front of the card has a clarification - jokers may not be used in a 

2022 grouping.  

The parentheticals are clear. However, there are three that give pause to inexperienced players: 

1. Quint #1, also known as the “Any Quint” can use any Wind with any Dragon and any number tile regardless of suit. 

2. Consecutive Run uses “any run” and “any # consec. nos” interchangeably - they are synonymous. 

3. In 369 #5 and Singles-Pairs #2, there is a term not often used in American mah jongg, “opp. suits.” This stands for “opposite 

suits” which is synonymous with “other two suits.”  

Fatal Errors  

This year, there is one exposure that can disqualify you from playing and that is a pung of Winds. There are two hands with pungs of 

Winds, and they are both concealed (Year #4, Winds-Dragons #7).  
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Carryover Hands  
Consecutive Run #3 

 

Odds #1 

 

Winds-Dragons #7 

 

369 #5 

 

Having only six carryover hands means a slow start for everyone, be patience with yourself and others.  
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Hot Commodities 

Charleston: Rarely pass 2's, Flowers, Like Numbers, White Dragons, and Pairs – this applies every year. If you pass Dragons or Winds, 

pass one at a time.  

Discarding: There are no safe tiles this year because there are singles or pairs of every tile in the set. Survey discards and exposures, 

then count the cost of discarding especially in the end-game.  

 

Tandem Categories  
These are categories that share tiles allowing playability to a 
decision point.  

• Year to Winds-Dragons, Evens, Like Numbers (2s) 

• Evens to Consecutive Run (with fillers) 

• Like Numbers to every category  

• Quints to Consecutive Run and Like Numbers 

• Consecutive Run to Evens, Odds (with omissions) 

• Odds to Like Numbers and Consecutive Run (with fillers) 

• Winds-Dragons to Year, Like Numbers, and Consecutive 
Run 

• 369 to Odds (3s, 9s) 

• Singles-Pairs to every category except Quints 

Top 3 Mistakes  
1. Passing risky tiles in the Charleston. Flowers, Dragons, 

and Year tiles are risky. Hold them or pass them 
individually.  

2. Claiming a discard for an exposure on a concealed hand. 
Always check for the X or C before you claim your first 
discard.  

3. Playing a hand from the previous year. Always check the 
shape before you claim your first discard.  
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Tips for a Smooth Transition 
1. Build around Strength! Optimize your potential by building around multiples with an adaptive style of play. When you get your 

dealt hand, identify the multiples then pick one or two categories that can use the multiples with as many of the remaining 
tiles. If you don’t have multiples, identify the predominant pattern, and hold tiles for that category. When a multiple forms, 
reassess. Gather all the tiles that can be used in the categories you are playing. When you run out of discards, pick a category, 
or pick a hand to free up more discards.  

2. Practice makes progress – if you have a set of tiles at home, do hands-on exercises! 
o Category Modeling - Create every hand on the card including flexibility and limitations in the parentheses. 

https://youtu.be/TtP5mOQJWAk  
o Charleston Modeling - Take thirteen random tiles then create a mock-Charleston by lining up six rows of three tiles each. 

Practice making decisions on those incoming passes. If you’re left with four discards or less, I would call it a success! 
https://tinyurl.com/8ey692x6  

o Charleston Chain Reaction - Setup is the same as “Charleston Modeling” but, this time use your camera to take photos of 
incoming passes. When you first get the drawn tiles, choose the category that you think has the greatest potential then 
make notes of other options. Go through the Charleston taking photos of the Charleston. At the end of the first iteration, 
note the category you played, the hands you considered, the hand you ended up with towards the end, and the number of 
discards. Then, using the photos recreate your dealt hand and the Charleston passes and repeat the exercise using the 
other options noted at the beginning of the exercise. Compare the results to see if your instincts were on point. 
https://tinyurl.com/94jy9yps  

o Charleston Force - Setup is the same as “Charleston Modeling” but, this time create a strip of paper for each category on 
the card. Mix up the strips then pick three random categories. Do the Charleston Modeling exercise and force yourself to 
make a hand in the pre-selected categories. https://tinyurl.com/94jy9yps  

o Charleston Sprints - setup is the same as “Charleston Modeling” but, this time use a stopwatch to time your decision 
making through the Charleston. Do three sprints and take an average of your time. For novice players, your average should 
under four minutes. For intermediate players, your average should be under three minutes. For advanced players, your 
average should be under two minutes. Push yourself to make decisions in two minutes or less because quick decision 
making is appreciated by experienced players and, in many cases, it’s required if you play online! 
https://tinyurl.com/kdnkby3n  

o Solitaire – bring it all together in a game of solitaire where you play four hands at one time. You have to be able to 
compartmentalize your decision making because you will see all the “player’s hands” as the game progresses. If you can do 
that, there is much that can be learned! https://tinyurl.com/98rse73h  

3. Play live often and practice situation awareness! 

o Play live often.  
o Play with peers to relax and have fun.  
o Play with advanced players to learn by observation.  
o Play online between games. Mahjong Time is the best platform because their support team is responsive, the interface is 

realistic, they host marathons, and tournaments. If you have not played there yet, send me an email for free VIP trial.  
o Watch my videos! 

▪ American Mah Jongg Lesson Strategy Playlist https://goo.gl/YKDjEQ  
▪ Strategy Theory 
▪ Recurring Skill Builders 

 

I hope you found this analysis useful, insightful, and interesting. If you have questions about the content, feel free to send me an 

email.  

 

May all your picks be keepers, 

 

Michele Frizzell 

AMJIA Certified Instructor, Author, Speaker 

678-521-7695 

www. mahjongcentral. com 

www. youtube. com/mahjongcentral 

https://youtu.be/TtP5mOQJWAk
https://tinyurl.com/8ey692x6
https://tinyurl.com/94jy9yps
https://tinyurl.com/94jy9yps
https://tinyurl.com/kdnkby3n
https://tinyurl.com/98rse73h
https://goo.gl/YKDjEQ
http://www.mahjongcentral.com/
http://www.youtube.com/mahjongcentral
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www. facebook. com/groups/mahjongcentral 

 

http://www.facebook.com/groups/mahjongcentral

